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THEORY OF DETERGENCY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

MAXIMUM CLEANSING POWER IN WASHING SOAP. 

I. Survey of Previous Work. 

(a) General.-Berzeiius was the first chemist to make an effort to 
understand the cleansing action of soap. Since his time many theories 
have been put forward from. time to time to exp~ain the ~e~ergent 
action of soap. These theones are records of d1verse opmwns of 
different investigators. Berzelius (Lehrbuch der Chemie, II aufl, 1828, 
III 438) attributed the detergent action to alkali liberated by hydro
lysis. Persoz (Traiter theorique et partique de l' impressions des 
tissrees 354, 184G) in 1846 again expressed the same view. J evons in 1878 
observed strong "pedesis" now known as Brownian movement of 
particles suspended· in a soap solution. He thought of the soap as 
loosening and washing away the dirt particles (J evons, Chern. Ztg. 2, 
457, 1878). Kolbe Wrg. Chern. II Auff, 1880) in 1880 thought that 
the saponification of fats by the hydrolysis alkali and the entrapment 
of dirt particles by foam were responsible for cleansing action. 
Wright (quoted in Muir's Dictionary of Applied Chemistry, 3, 411) 
advanced the view that soap solution can "wet" the oily surface 
through the influence of hydrolysis alkali, hence the inability of water 
alone to do it. Hillyer ( J. Am. Chem. Soc. 25, 511, 1903) demon
strated that the wetting property belongs to soap itself and not to alkali 
of hydrolysis. . 

Ladenburg (Hand Worterbuch 10, 575, 1892) thought the cleansing 
action of soap to be due to the following properties of soap itself:-

(1) Wetting ability· of oily substances. 
(2) Penetrating into the capillaries of the goods and acting as a 

lubricant. · · 
(3) Making the tissues and impurities less adhesive to one another 

and in that way promoting the removal of dirt. 

Cheneul (Recherches Chimiques sur les corps gro.s d' or()'ene animate 
1823, republished 1819), Berzelius, Persoz, Knapp and others put 
much stress on the emulsifying power and foams toward fats. The 
mechanist.n of, or the ag'ents responsible for, these proces~es could not 
be es~a?hshed hy any of these authors experimentally. Some were 
of opm10n that the undecomposed soap was all important in the 
matter, others were in fa>our of giving all credit to hydrolysis alkali. 

Plateau [Ann, Physik, (2) 141, 44. 18i0] after a practical studv of 
substa.nces . which are responsible for producing foam and causinO' 
t>wulsdicahon, concluded that the ability of forming bubbles, film~ 
and fo:1ms depends on two factors: hiO'h surface nscositv and low 
surface teu?ion. Qincke [.Ann. ~hy~ik. (3) 35, 592, 18S8] thought 
t~1at the m1:x.ed charader of the hqmd m soap solution was respon
l'tble for t}le perm:menee of foam and that no pure liquid would foam. 
Donnan (Z-PhysiC.al Chem. 1899, 31, 42) from his experiments 
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showed that lowerin(l' of surface tension and emulsification went hand 
in hand in the case 

0

of different soap solutions. 
Hefemeister in 1880 for the first time suggested that the soap 

solutions are colloidal in nature (Arch. exp. Path. Pharm: 25, 6, 1888). 
~his import.ant sup:gestion did not. attn~ct any ~tte!l:twn for. so~ef 
hme. Kroft and\\ 1~;:-low, however, m 189u (Kroff & W1gl~w, BeL, ~8,· 
2573, 1895) fro)ll the study of physico-chemical properties of .soap 
solutions came to the conclusion that soap solutions are collo1dal. 
After this a host of workers like Goldschmidt (Kolloid-Z, 2, 193, 227, 
1908), Mayer, Schreffer, Tarroine (Compt. rend. 146, 484, 1908) and 
others approached the prorJem from different angles and put ~he 
colloid theory of soap solutions on a firmer basi~. In this connection 
S. A. Shorter (J. Soc. Dyers Colourists, 32, 99, 1916) obser~es that the 
view that the deterg·ent action of soap is due to its coll01dal nature 
suggests the idea that other colloids may possess detergent power. 

From the experiments of Hillyer (J. Am. Soc., ~5,. 511, 1903) we 
got the experimental proof to the effect that, emulslfymg power ~nd 
wetting power, the two supposed important factors in detergent achon, 
cannot be attribuh>d to hydrolvsis alkali hut must be ascribed to uncle
composed soap. This is the point in the history of the th~ories of 
detergency which marks the unanimous departure from the "alkali 
theory" of detergent action. 

McBain in his pioneering work demonstrated by potentiometric and 
other measurements that soap hydrolyses genE-rally to a very small 
extent, so much so, that the hydroxyl ion concentration is about N /1000 
for most soap concentrations. Maximum result (percentage hydro
llysis) observed so far is seven per cent. 

According to McBain (Third Report, Colloid Chem. British Asso
ciation for Advancement of Science, 1920), "The chemical formulre of 
soaps are well ascertained, tautomerism does not occur, true reversible 
reproducible equilibrium is established in all solutions, and finally the 
definite transition from typical simple electrolyte through colloidal 
electrolyte to neutral colloid may be observed in all stages. 'fhis 
transition from crystalloid to colloid IS exhibited not only in passing 
from salts of the lower b those of the higher fatty acids, but may be 
demonstrated in any one of the higher members merely upon change 
of temperature and concentration. In alcohol, soaps exhibit a wholly 
different., and much simpler behaviour. The soap here exists in the 
form of a simple unpolymerise~ electrolyte as it does in true solution, 
whereas in most aqueous solutions it is of course a colloidal electrolyte." 

Hillyer suggested another factor responsible for detergent action. 
He stated that soap made the tissue and impurities less adhesive to 
one another. He did not put forward any experimental evidence in 
this direction. Spring gave experimental support to the above view 
of Hillyer. . 

Goldschmidt postulated protective action of the colloidal soap upon 
dirt particles. Since Zsigmondy had shown that the gold number of 
sodium stearate (the minimum quantity to protect 10 c.c. of red gold 
sol. from colour change upon addition of 1 c.c. of 10 per rent. 
sodium chloride solution) was 10 mg. at 60° and 0·01 mg. at 10000. 
The value for sodium oleate was 0·6 to 1 mg. 

Donn~n and Potts in 1910 (Donnan and Potts, Kolloid-Z, 7, 208, 
1910) opmed that the adsorbed soap at the interface, which lowers the 
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tmrface tension alonrr with Yiscous nature of the film itself, stabilize 
the emulsion. 'Thev

0 
further pointed out that the alkali increases the 

nerrati>e charrre of th~ particles of dirt and oil. This increase pre>ents 
co:gulation a~d redeposition of the particles. 

Spring (Kolloid, Zeitsch, 1909, 4, 1G1, 1909, G, 11, 109, 1G4; Arch. 
Rei. Phys. Nat., 28, 5G9, 2-9, 41, 36, 80; Rec. Tran. Chern., 29, 1; 
Bull. Ac'ad. Roy. Belg., 1909, 187, 949, 1911, 24, li) made most 
notable contribution towards understanding the detergent action of 
soap. He pointed out that theories put forward by J evons and others 
could not be accepted as they sought only to explain the removal of 
fatty impurities. Lamp-black carefully made free from fatty materials 
deposited as quickly from 2 per cent. soap solution as from pure water 
whereas in the case of ·5 per cent. solution the time of sedimentation 
became 10 days. This points out that soap can remove perfectly non
fatty material as well. No inYestigator before Spring noticed the 
existence of optimum concentration of soap at which maximum deter
gency is exhibited. Working with ferric oxide Spring found the 
optimum concentrat~on to be ·5 per cent. and with pott.er's clay 1/32 
per cent. 

Alumina, however, sl10wed remarkable periodic optima in t, ! and 
1/1G per eent. soap solutions with a similar numerical periodicity of 
coagulation. These suspensions can pass through a filter paper-the un
stahilized particles only being retained. According to him cleansing 
by soap is simply the formation of a sorption compound of dirt and 
soap in· place of the sorption compound of dirt and fabric by direct 
substitution. · 

McBain considers the following scheme more 'logical than the 
above:-

(Fabric, dirt) + Soap ;:;. (Fabric, Soap) + (Dirt, Soap). 

Sorption Compound Sorption Compound Sorption Compound. 

As a matter of fact, according to McBain, it is often extremely 
difficult to remove soap from' fabric after the operation of washing. 
Spring pointed out that alcoholic solutions possess poor detergency 
b~>eause hydrol~·sis h not RO great. This is not true if the alcoholic soap 
is .used in wat~r. ~owey~r\ he _found that whilst lamp-black took up 
ac1d soap, feme onde, s1hc1e ac1d, and cellulose take up soap contain
ing an excess of alkali so that his re:mlts in some cases might be more 
log-irally attributed, aceording to McBain, to soap itself. The basic 
soap of which Spring speaks does not exist. McBain refers the poor 
deterg-ent a(·tion of alcoholic soap to the fact that in alcohol the soap 
contains only traces of colloids. 

Jack~on [.T. Soc. Arts, 55, 1101 and 1122 (1908), Cantor Lectures] 
pomted out the effect of soap upon the state of subdiYision of the dirt. 
lie examined a soiled surfaee while attacked bv the deter(J'ent solution 
un.der microscope, and obsernd the dirt particles and fibres of linen 
bemg brought first into oscillation and then loosened completely by 
so~p. For this purpo~e alkaline oleate solution sened best. He also 
pomted out that glycerine in soap had practically no detergent activit:v 
~nd. that lather wa~ not necessa_ry but was a ~ign of detergency. 
~tt>r.II'ker (J .. Ind. 1-.ng. Chem. I.a. 144, 1923) claimed that suds seem 
to hft the dnt out of the wash hquor thereby preYenting redeposition~ 
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Linder and Zickermann (Textilber, 5, 385, 1924, C.A., 18, 3285, 1924) 
are of· opinion that lathering tendency has got important bearin~ upon 
wetting power. Addition of saponin up to 3 per cent. to all klnds of 
detergents t.ried in Berlin-Dahlelr\ (Textilber, 5,, 385, 1924) f~iled ·to 
increase their value. Hence too great .an emphasis has been la1d upon . 
the lathering power of soap. 

What has been written above can be summarised, as has been done 
by McBain, as follows (this includes all logicai and scientific points. 
which have stood the "test" more ~r less):-

(1) The necessity of having the soap in solution. 
(2) It is essential in all cases tha't the soap should be in colloidal 

form. 
· (3) Power of emulsification, which parallels low surface tensio~ 

and formation of surface films, depends, not upon the alkali 
of hydrolysis, but upon undeoomposed soap. 

(4) Wetting power, which also depends upon. undecomposed soap. 
(5) Lubrication of textures and impurities, which enables the latter 

to be removed easily .. This might be considered as the 
action Of the soap in forming non-adhesive colloidal 
sorption compounds with tissue and impurities . due some· 
times to acid soap, but more often to soap itself; and 
capable of remaining in stable suspension. . . 

· (6) Deflocculation or peptization of dirt particles. ,.. 
(7) Foaming power to some extent. 

McBain stated in 1920, "Comprehensive and quantitative work is 
necessary to ·complete and co-ordinate the el:isti:ng fragmentary work 
in any one case.. Each of these factors ~s capable of si~ultaneous 
determination and. quantitative. evaluation." . : . 

S. A. Shorter [ J. Soc. Dyers eolourists, 34, 136-8 (1918)] holds the 
.view that adsorption phenomenon plays most important. part in 
.cleansing ·action. The dirt .particles that get released from the. surface 
<~£..the fabriG,are electrically·charged due to preferentialadsorption . .of 
colloidal ions .. The charge is· negative in sign. It is known that the 
little addition of alkali enhances detergent action. Shorter states. that 
the OH' ion of the alkali increases the stability of the dirt particles 
,released by ·soap,. i.e., :eeptized, and consequently redeposition of dirt 
is prevented. The stability is due to the fact that by further adsorp• 
tion of the negative OH ion the net charge is increased on the surface 
of the dirt particles. · 

E. 0. Rasser (Seifensieder-Ztg. 48, 269-9, 290-1, 309-10, 355-7, 
l92A) lends support to the view that adsorption of acid soap is the 
main cause of cleansing. Acid soap is produced by the combination of 

.. neutral soap and the fatty acid set free by hydrolysis. This acid soa.P 
is negatively charged and consequently the sorption compound that IS 

formed by the combination of the acid soap and dirt particles show 
. _negative charge. These facts are established by . suitable electrical 
-measurements. The conception of acid soap is due to McBain; He 
.showed that even the external addition of fatty a.cid to a soap solut1on 
~eeps the later alkaline. This is explained by assuming . that fatty 
~cid· is adsorbed by soap. molecules producing what is called a:cid··soap. 
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Some authors ass~med the existence o£ basic soap, but McBain rejeets 
such assumption as experimental evidence goes contrary to it. 

McBain represents a soap unit in solution graphically as 

where P represents a fatty acid ion. Each unit is caUed an ionic 
micelle. Under ordinary conditions these remain in colloidal form. 
Unlike other colloids soap solutions exhibit remarkable electrical con· 
ductivity like ordinary electrolytes. Hence soap solut~.ons are classed as 
colloidal electrolytes. In the above formula, x~ y and z represent 
numerical numbers. From the formula it is also evident that each 
ionic micelle is heavily charged. This explains the conductivity of 
soap solutions. The lowering of surface tension is a consequence of 
adsor:ption process but a quantitative relation has not been established 
experimentally. 0£ course Gibb deduced thermo-dynamically a rela
tion between the above two·quantities. . 

R. T. A. Mus 1(Z dent. 01-Fett-Ind. 42, 235-7, ~50.2; Chem. 
W eekblad, 19, 82-5, 1922) for the first time introduces the picture of 
surface orientation developed by Langmuir, Harkins and Adams to 
explain the detergent action of soap. Surface orientation is an 
established scientific truth to-day. 'fhe fundamental idea li'es in the 
fact that like dissolves like. When a . fatty acid, known to be 
insoluble in water, is added to the latter the active and polar carboxyl 
group stands on the water surface while the inert and non-polar hydro
carbon chain turns towards the vapour phase. Here the polar group 

~f water molecule combines with the polar group 1Jf the fatty acid 
~olecule, but the non-pol~r chain turns away from the water surface., 

Harkins' work demonstrates that the introduction o£ sodium oleate 
in the benzene-water interface reduces surface tension to zero because 
of ·surface orientation : benzene molecule against the hydrocarbon 
chain of N a-oleate and the water molecule against. reactive pole of 
Na-oleate, i.e., COONa. 

The ~el theory requires little solubility of the cleansing medium in 
the adjoming phases, the orientation theory demands a polar character 
in the cleansing medium, the greater the polar difference the less soluble 
the substance. This polar difference increases with the length 'oi the 
carbon chain. But polar difference does not diminish ·solubility 

· in the interface, since here only the poles dissolve in the related solvents 
and since both poles are occupied, the product is more stable than the 
hydrated soap gel itself, so that the latter will push off its molecules 
towards the oil-water interface and increase their concentration there, 
a condition which is essential for a permanent emulsion. 

The impurities in dirty wash belong to three classes, (1) water 
soluble or -polar substances, (2) insoluble or inactive substances, mainly 
hydrocarbon oils, and (3) earthy inactive substances. The active and 
inttctive characteristics find their counterpart in the soap molecule and 
this is the essential point on the cleansing effect of soaps. Some 
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earthy substances like kaoline also concentrate at the oil-water inter
fare 'and are capable of being wetted by oil and water. For these 
reasons such substances likewise ha>e cleansing power. 

R. F. A. ~Ius i nanoth~r pa_Pe~· [ Chem, Weekbla~, 20, 302-4, (1U2:3)] 
asilert:;; that products of d1ssoc1atwn are not essenhal for the lowermg 
of the interfacial tension of water and oil. It is more likely that the 
soap molecule as such is essential in this regard. F. H. Guernsey 
(Am. Dyestuff, 12, 766-8, 1923) also holds the view that in cleansing 
the detergent must be adsorbed more strongly by the dirt than the 
fibre and displace the 'latter. 

According to Vincent (J. Phys. Chem. 31, 1281-310, 1927) maximum 
stabilization of dirt particles in the wash liquid occurs at the soap 
concentration in which the negative ions are adsorbed most strongly 
in comparison with the positive. Shorter adduces experiments from 
which he concludes that acid soaps exhibit no surface activity and that 
detergent action is due mainly to undecomposed soap. Excess of alkali 
enhanees detergent action. 

Hitherto in our survey we have seen that all the modern authors 
have sought the detergent activity of soap solutions in the colloidal 
form of the latter. R: :M. Chapin (J. Ind. Chem. Eng. 17, 1187, 
1925) wants to make a departure from the above outlook and claims 
from theoretical consideration and experimental data that the colloidal 
fraction of a soap is inert as a detergent at equilibrium. His method 
of testing detergenee lies in the fact that when dilu\e soap solutions are 
shaken with flake graphite in presence of air the appearance of a white 
band at the lower boundary o£ the froth indicates an excess of soap. 
This test has been utilized to obtain an understanding of the pheno
mena of deflocculation and detergency and o£ the various factors upon 
which such phenomena depend. . 

Chapin starts from the relation App < Ap.w = Aw.w deduced by 
Fuchs (Exner's Report. l 1hysik, 25, 735, 1889) which represents the 
ideal condition of deflocculation in water. (App stands for attraction 
between particles; Ap.w, attraction between particles and water; and 
Aw.w• attraction o£ water for itself.) An effective defl.Dcculant must 
accordingly possess a high attraction for water in order to impart 
a sufficiently high attraction therefor to the particles upon which it is 
adsorbed. On the other hand, it must possess a decidedly 'low attrac
tion for water, else the water will not be able to extrude it to form a 
sufficiently dense adsorbed layer upon the surfaces of the particles 
(Harkins and King, J. Am. Qhem. Soc. 41, 970, 1919). Th~se two 
contradictory requirements can be met only by highly unsymmetrical 
molecules of pronounced polar-nonpolar structure which build an 
oriented mono-molecular layer at the interface between particles and 
water (Harkins, Da>is and Clark, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 541, 1917). 
:From the abo>e considerations it appears to Chapin that colloidal soap 
must be entirely inert as a detergent at equilibrium. Of course colloidal 
soap ma~· constitute a reservoir from which molecular soap ma~· be. 
llrawn. The molecularly dissolved higher fatty acid soaps are !:est 
defiocculants, because they are very "soluble" in water at their alkali 
ends and very "insoluble" in water at their hydrocarbon chain. The 
fatty aci<ls themsel>es are ineffective beeause their hydroxyl ends possess 
too little attraction for water. ''Soaps'' o£ the lowest fatty acid~ are 
int>ffeeti>e because their hvdrocarbon ends are too small to l>e 
sufficit>ntly extended by wat;r against the inward pull of their alkali 
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ends. Chapin further ~ries to establish the fact th~t at optimum con
centration of any particular soap, the concentration of molecularly 
dis~olved soap in equilibrium with colloidal soap is maximum and hence 
the detergent action is also maxi~um. Above the opti:mum concentr~
tion of total soap the concentratwn of molecularly d1ssolved soap m 
equilibrium with colloidal soap falls accompanied by a fall of deter
g·ent action. Chapin also claims that the hydrolyzed po~ti~n of .the soap 
hPt·omes ineffective as a deflocculant; and not only that, 1t mactJvates an 
ad(litional portion of unhydrolyzed soap which is necessary to defloculate 
the free fatty acid produced. rro Chapin it appears doubtful if .any 
acid below caprylic will produce a soap of significant detergent power. 

,J. ll!ikumo ( J. Soc. Chern. Ind. 52, 68T, 1933) from his adsorption 
experiments of soap solution by activated animal charcoal showed that 
the highest soaps in molecular or colloidal form are selectively adsorbed 
at the interface. He points out that capillary activity and adsorbability 
of soap are not always strictly parallel. High capillary activities 
(Hurface tension and interfacial tension) are observed in the region of 
0 12-018 soaps and that the activity decreases greatly with the soap 
above C18 (Walker, J. C. S. 1921, 119, 1521). (Walker did not 
llH'<Hmre surface tension against oil; t.he surface tension of air soap
solution interface after a sharp rise becomes almost independent of 
eon('entration. This is not the case with the interfacial tension of soap 
solution and oil in which tension decreases with concentration up to a 
considerable range and then falls.) · 

Mikumo has further shown ( J. Soc. Chem. Ind., Japan, 1931, 34, 
310) that the capillary activities of binary mixed soaps, especially of 
hehenate (C 22 ) or erucate (C22) and other lower soaps are seriously 
infi uenced by the presence of the highest soaps, and that the lathering 
and detergent activities of these systems are also strikingly depressed. 
'l'hese results may obviously be connected with the fact of selective 
aclsorption mentioned above. 

From the above considerations Mikumo infers that soap has a great 
detergent power when adsorption produces prominent capillary activity. 
Under such conditions the molecules at the surface layer will primarily 
he oriented in a unimolecular film, as pictured by McBain and Davis. 
M~ku~uo supp.oses th~t detergent agents in a so~ution.of pure .soap are 
pnnc1pally l~1ghly d1spersed compo~ents, esp~Clally t<lmple soap mole· 
cull's, fa~ty, 1ons, or very fine collo1dal constituents such as acid soap 
sol_. (1hkumo, J. Soc. Chern. Ind., Japan, 1927, 30, 75.) So we see 
~hkumo also. puts st.re~s on the roll of molec~larly dissolved soap in 
detergent achon. It also appears that for makmg good soap fatty acids 
of 11roper range alone should be used. , 

Snell (Ind .. Eng. Chern. 25, Hl2, 1933) has shown that in blends of 
soap and alkahne salts the defl~occulating and emulsifying value is the 
sum of the values of the ingredients when used singly. 

(~) Effect of Temperature.-Some authors have studied the effect 
of temperature on detergent action. Vincent (J. Phy. Chern. 31 1281 
19~7) re~ommends 40°0. as the optimum temperature. It is s~pposed 
that ~1t lurh temperature, near about boiling, colloidal nature of the soap 
soluhon IS destroyed and hence the fall in efficiency. Effeet of time 
~11ul tt'mperature has not beeu fully studied by any investigator. 
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(c) Effect of Hydrogen Ion Concentration or PH·-It is well known. 
that a little addition of alkali in soap solution enhances the det~rge~t 
activity of the latter. Rhodes (Ind. Eng. Chem. 2:3, 778, 1931) m h1s 
detergent tests under conditions approximately those of laundry prac
tice established the fact that for the same soap solution, and the sa;ne 
alkali added, detergent action is maximum when the PH of the solutwn 
is made to attain the value 10· 7. 

Jn each case maximum detergency occurred at PH'"' 10· 7 irr:>spec: 
ti'e of the nature and concentration of the builder, i.e., the alkah 
added. At greater PH detergent action falls. 'fl,ese results ugree 
qualitatively at least with those of Vincent (J. Phys. Chem. 31, 1281, 
1927) who found that the emulsifying action of soap passed throug·h a 
maximum as increasing amounts of N aOH or N a,l)O, were added to 
the solution. 

It appears that the magnitude of the increase in detergent action 
effected by the builder at the optimum PH depends very greatly u_Pon 
some specific property of the anion of the added substance, poss1bly 
upon its valence. :For example, N aOH does not improve the efficiency 
of washing to the same extent as N a2CO, or N a3PO,. It has been 
recorded in literature that N aOH lowers the surface tension more than 
N a2CO, or N a3PO,. Hence it cannot be said that lowering of surface 
tension always goes hand in hand with detergent power of a solution. 

(d) Methods to Evaluate the Detergent Power of Soap.-Early 
workers like Hillyer (J. Am. Soc. 25, 190;3, 1256) used the degree of 
lowering of interfacial tension at the soap solution and oil interface as 
a measure of detergent action. These data of Stalagnometer measure
ments gave valuable information. 

Shorter and Elling-worth (Proc. Hoy. Soc., 92, 231, 1916) also made 
a study of interfacial tension and sought to g:et a measure of detergent 
action. 

A number of in\estigators studied the peptization power of soap and 
eonnected the same with the cleansing action of the latter. :McBain (J'. 
Soc. Chem. In~. 42, 372T-;-378T, 1923) utilized Spring's discovery
that soap solution can pephze carbon black which can pass through a 
filter paper without staining the latter-to express detergent power by 
numerical number. :McBain in developing the quantitative method of 
determining the detergent action introduces what he calls "carbon 
number" which represents the detergent power of soap in question. 
The "carbon number" of a soap soluti@ is the number of g-rammes of 
c·arbon l'arriecl through by one killogramme of soap under standard 
eondition. The serious drawback of thi~ methocl lies in the fact that 
the use of filter paper the pores of whi(·h retain unstabilized carbon 
makes the result uncertain. McBain developed two methods to measure 
tht> quantity of carbon stabilized, one gravimetric and the other 
colorimetric . 

. Fall LJ. Phys. Chem. 31, 801-49, 1927) in his method did away 
w1th the use of filter paper and used a fine grade of manganese dioxide, 
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iu~tt?ad of cal'lJOil as dirt. Like "carbon number" he introduced 
the trrm "~Ino'2 value." This is defined as centigrammes .. of 
~fnOl suspended in one litre o£ the solution under the condition 
employed. ~fn0 2 was estimated by, th~ usual permanganate J?-etho~. 
~If'tLo(l of procedure and factors affectmg the accuracy are given m 
detail in the paper. 

Chapin lind. l~ng. Chem. 17, 461: ~928) de:·eloped a test for the 
rdatin~ defloe<'ulahng or detergent effic:enry of. S1lUps based u~on 
thr ob;ervation that when dilute soap solutwns are shaken wi.th 
powdered flake graphite in presencz of air the appearance of a white 
l1and at the lower boundary of the froth indicates the presence o£ an 
excPss of soap. The sharp boundary appears at a critical concentration 
of wap solution. The method of standardization of the graphite used . . . 
1s g1ven. 

Goldschmidt (Kolloid-Z, 2, 1933, 227, 1908) found the protective 
action of di11erent soap solutions by the gold number method. He con· 
nected this property. (protecti>e action) with detergent action. The 
gold numhers of different soap solutions towards a red gold sol. were 
dPtermined. The higher this vah~e, the greater the detergent power. 
Protective action nrie~ greatly with temperature as shown by 
Zsigrnondy. 

Snell (Ind. Eng. Chern., 25, 162, 1933) allowed soap solutions 
to deflocculate oil-coated umber powder. A definite quantity of the 
stable suspension was withdrawn and the iron content of the umber 
pt>ptize<l was determined volumetrically and from this the detergent 
powrr was Haluated. 

Rho<les (Ind. Eng. Chern. 21, 60, 1929) does not approve the 
methods described above on the ground that the authors o£ those 
methods utilised one or other physico-chemical properties of soap to 
express actual detergent power. In his opinion it is quite likely that 
none of these properties is sufficient to represent the actual detergent 
powpr which results from many physico-chemical reactions all taken 
together. Further, it will be too risky to assume that the ability o£ a 
substance to retain earbon or Mn02 in suspension is identical with its 
ability to remove dirt from cloth. From these considerations the 
author <'arried out actual washing experiments under conditions very 
similar to those of laundry practice. The soil prescribed bv the Deter
gent Committee of America was used. This soil consists o'f a mixture 
o.f 2 gnns. lamp-black, 5 grms. lubricating oil, 3 grms. tallow and 2 
htre~ l'nrh.on te~rachloride and this soil has been used· by various 
workers w1th satisfactory results. 

All the experiment:'; were carried under identical conditions. A 
washing- machine was constructed for the purpose. The measurement 
of the bri~·htness or . whitenes~ of the washed cloth was effected by 
means of bght r~fleehon experunents done with the help of a specially 
~-~n~tructe~.l ph~·s.Jcal apparatus-may be called a sort of photometer. 
lhe expenHH'nt. mvolns the rotation of a part of the apparatus called 
~[a!'beth lllum1n?meter. Th~ de.gr~e of rotation can he expressed as 
~1 mea~urt> of ,~·hrtene~s. Tlus elnmnates all personal factors invoh-ed 
m the compamon of the washed clothes with standard papers of 
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•lifft>rent shades. In this way the dt>O'ree of whitt-ness has ht-en expre~sed 
in numerical numbers. · o · 

The following table gi'\'"es the optimum concentration of soap solu
tion found by different authors:-

Name of Investigator. Dirt used. 

McBain . • Carbon-black 

Zhuknov and Laundry practice 
Shestakav 

Spring . . Ferric oxide, clay, alumina 
(qualitative work). 

Donnan and Pott . . Emulsification study 

Fall 

Rhodes 

.. Mno1 

. . Laundry practice 

Optimum concentration. 

. . 4 ·45 per cent. • 

. . 0 ·2-0 ·4 per cent. 

1 ·0 per cent., 0 ·5 per Ct>nt., 0 ·03 
per cent., respectively, stand 
for the three dirts used. 

. • 0 ·6 per cent. gave best results. 

0 •2 to 0 ·4 per cent . 

. . 0 ·25 per cent. 

II. Proposed Theory and Experimental Results. 

'l'he foreg·oing survey of the literature on soap detergen~y. shows . 
that there has been no dearth of theories or experiments explammg the . 
detergent action of soap and it appears that most of the investigators 
are correct from their respective standpoints. This Yolume of more or 
less academic research has however failed so far to throw any light on 
the problem of finding the relation between the composition and deter
gent power of soap. The chief defect which eluded the notice of some 
of the investigators and prevented them from getting at the right 
conditions governing the detergency from the standpoint of the prac
tical soap maker was that they worked either with salts of indivi. 
dual fatty acids which by themselves would never be faced in practical 
soap making or with soaps whose internal composition was not known. 

As regards composition Webb discovered the I. N. S. Factor of the 
stock as controlling the composition and the ultimate hardness of soup. 
:Even then, as has been shown by one of the authors and Basu (Soap 
Trade Review, 1933, 252, 288) that the I. N. S. alone is inadequate to 
control the hardness and the ultimate composition of soup and that the 
Titre, i.e., the solidifying point of the fatty aeids, has as much say in 
the matter. The I. N. S. and Titre have been taken note of in control
ling the ultimate hardness of soap which can be expressed numerically 
as "Hardness Number" subject to an allowance being made for the 
presence of low molecular fatty acids. 

As a result of assessment of washing power of a large numher of 
blends by varying the different conditions necessary to denlop the 
washing power, it appears that a number of factors simultaneously act 
in giving the detergent action of soap as follows :- • 

(1) The 1cetting or dispersire potcer.-The soap solution must wet 
the surface to be cleansed. This factor is responsible for the intimate 

*This unusually high value as found bv :McBain has been shown to be wrong by 
Vincent. He has shown by increasing the time of settling of unstabilized carbon that 
the optimum as found by "cubon numb~r" approaches the optimum value as found 
by Fall by Mno1 method. 



oeo.taet of the dirt molecules and soap units in sol~tion and is favoured 
by the presence of ·soaps of low molecular fatty aCids. 

(2) The emulAifyinq and peptizing power.-The. former. p~rall~ls 
low surface tension. The soap solution m.ust emul.s1fy the hqmd dut 
which thereby get released from the fabr1c and d1spers.ed throughout 
the solution. The solid dirt particles adsorb the soap 'un1ts and become 
electrically charged and stabilized thereby. This is favoured by the 
presence of soaps of fatty a~id~ of long ca~bon .ch~ins. :.;>articles com
pletely covered with fatty hqmds behave hke hqmd particles. 

(:3) Hydrol]Jsis allwli, i.e., the e.xtent of hyd~olysis, !r~ich favou;s 
the clean~ing action.-The formation of hydrolysis alkah Is greater m 
the rase of higher fatty acid soaps. 

All th&-.f>ove factors are responsible jointly for the detergent power 
of soap and it has been found that attempts to increase one of the 
factors beyond a certain optimum ~as i.nvariabl~ b~en found to ~epress 
or modify the others. In fact, th1s brmgs out mduectly the existence 
and simultaneous artion of all thO'\ factors in the detergent action of 
aoap. As pure soap is the best detergent, a balance has to be established 
in the soap as follows·:-

(i) The soap should not possess much· heaviness so that it can wet 
and penetrate which is accomplished by the presence of regulated 
quantities of low molecular fatty acids. If the low molecular fatty 
acids exceed he~·ond a certain optimum point, there will be quick 
foaming, making the lather thin with a tendency to break up, indicating 
a lowering of detergent power. 

(ii) The soap should possess fatty acids of the right range of mole· 
cular weight together with unsaturated fatty acids so that the emulsify
ing and peptizing power is maximum consistent with the balance. If 
it ex('eed beyond the optimum, the soap will he too heavv with loss in 
wetting power and hence in detergency. · 

(iii) The regulating of the above fact.ors at their optima will 
automatically control the hydrolysis alkali giving the proper p8 value 
favourable for emulsification and peptization. 

The practical attainment of the maximum detergency according to 
the above factors will be dependant primarily on (a) proper compound
jag of stocks to get the balance between the factors involved, (b) and 
also on the control of the ultimate composition which can be secured 
by the non-elimination of any constituent in the niger and making the 
aoap by the grained process by which the entire stock is converted into 
a homogenous soap. 
• Th~ wetting power a~ exerted ~y the soap solution is rep,resented by 
ds actlon as a true solutwn. Sodmm salts of low molecular fatty acids 
act aa t~ue solutio~s and limite4 quantities of such fatty acids must be 
present m a washmg ·soap to g1ve the necessary wetting power. This 
power,. thoug~ contributing to the detergency of soap, cannot exceed 
a certam maximum as otherwise there will be a weakening in the action 
of ?ther fackn·s. To regulate the wetting power and keep it at its 
~Jt\1mum, the use ~f low molecular fatty acids and hence of oil contain
m.g such fatty ac1ds must be regulated to exactitude. An increase of 
low molecular fatty acids beyond the optimum is indicated in a practical 
way. ly the properties of the lather of the soap. TJile correct natUre of 
a liUrlilY. dt~rgent ~ather iD: the cold is slopp1 and yet not too heavy 
an~ lasting longest m the au. If the lather tieeome very thin with a. . : 
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tendency to break up and also become unstn1le, the optimum limit of 
wetting' power has been passed accompanied hv los~ in emulsifying aml 
peptizi~g power. To Lle>elop the maximum ~-ashing powt>r of a ,;onp. 
th1s pomt should not he e:xct>t:'decl and it is so ~harp that tht:' twns 
gression can be clearly noticE:>J. Practical soap blending in aecunlanC't 
with the corrE>ct Hardness XumbE>r indicates that in an onlinar:r hlen~ 
this point ~s reached with 15 to 151 part~ of cocoanut oil in 100 part: 
of stock mrxture*. Irrespective of the oils and fats used, soaps of t?t 
correct Hardnes~ N umbE>r with thE> above proportions of cocoanut o1l 
show the maximum detergency. 

The undernoted blends ha-re been used for the purpose of test am 
it is claimed that the maximum detergency has been developed in thE 
SDapg, all made by the grained process. The first formula is with mowh2 
oil as the major hard stock and the second one is with tallow as thE 
major harcl stock-

!\o. l. 

Percent· 
age. 

:\lowha oil .. 651 
Tallow 7 
Cocoanut oil 15! 
Rosin .. 4 
Linseed oil 3 
Groundnut oil 51 

Total 100 

I.X.S. for unit stock= 14057-;.. 100== 140 ·57 
Titre for unit stock =3761-7 100=37 ·61 
Hardness X umber = 140 ·57+(3 ·7 X 37 ·61) 

Tallow 
Cocoanut oil 
Rosin .. 
Linseed oil .. 
Goundnut oil 

= 140 ·57+ 139 ·16 
=279·73 

No.2. 

Percent-
uge. 

46 ·5 
15 ·5 

" 3 
31 

Total 100 

I. X. S. for unit stock= 14257-;.. 100= 142 ·57 
Titre for unit stock = 37 ·042 
Hardness X umber = 142 ·57 +(37 ·04 X 3 ·i) 

= 142 ·57+ 137 ·05 
=279 ·62 

Aggre. Aggre-
gate gate 

I.X.S. Titre. 

8.3.i2 2,610 
l,O.'iO 336 
3,875 348 ·7 

200 288 
4.5 4.5 

535 ·5 133 ·8 

14,057 ·5 3,j61· 5 

Aggre· Aggre-
gate gate 

I. X. S. Titre. 

6,9j5 2,232 
3,875 348 ·7 

200 288 
4.j 45 

3,162 790 ·5 

14,257 3,704 ·2 

Though the major oils are essentially different in the 1lend5, the fatty 
acicl contents of both the soaps bear a definite proportion between the 

'Datta and Ba.su, loc. cit. 
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low molecular fatty acids, saturated fatty a~ids and unsatur~ted fatty 
acids as calculated below from the constituent fatty ac1ds of. the 
individual oils going into the charge. , 

I 

From a calculation of the amounts of each fatty acid in the respec· 
tive oils making up the charge1 the total percentages of the .fatty acids. 
present in the final soap are g1ven in the following table:- · 

I Caprylic Acid 
Ca.pric Acid •• 
Lauric Acid •• 
Myristic Acid 

II Palmitic Acid 

III Stearic Acid •• 
Arachidic Acid 
Lignocerio Acid 

IV Oleic Acid 
Linoleic Acid 
Linolenic Acid 

V Resinic Acid •. 

.. 

No.I 
Formula. 

Per cent. 

H7} . ·69 
7·90 
3 ·01 

14·83 

13 ·14} ·21 . 
•15 

60·50} 
3·28 

·72 

4·~0 . 

Total. 

Per cent. 

'13 ·07 

14·83 

13·50 

54·50 

4·00 

No.2· 
Formula. TotaL 

Per cent. Per cent. 

, .. 7} . 
•69 

7 ·90 13 ·94 . 
. 3·88 , 

16 ·61 16·61 

10·84} 
1·24: 13'·01 

.. •93 

41·96} . ' 
9 •69 . 52 ·37 

·72 " • 

' 4 ~00 . .. . 4 ·00~; 
. • .. ·: ... "'· ~ : 
. ' . 

; • f. 

I. Low molecular fatty acids fa~ouring wetting power •. :. : . ,. . , 

II. Normal saturated fatty acid favouring emulsion and also formation of hydrOlysis 
alkali to a certain extent. . '. 

III. Higher saturated surface active fatty acids favouring hydrolysi~ alkali and 
detergency in the hot as well as strong peptization, . · · ·· · 

IV. Unsaturated acids mainly favouring emulsification. 

V. Resinic acid favouring lather and stabil'ity of' the soap. 

: ... 
It should, however, be noted that the properties figmed. are the 

principal properties of the respective fatty acids though fatty acids of 
the different groups cannot be 'held to be ahsolutely" devoid of other 
properties. For example, the low molecular fatty acids favouring 
wetting power also possess, to a. lower degree, power of emulsification 
as the surface tension of such fatty acid soap solutions are lower than 
Vl'ater or ordinary salt solutions. · . ' I " · 

From an examination of the fatty acid contents of both the blends 
mentioned above which are derived from different raw materials, it is 
evident that the Hardness Number not only controls the actual hard· 
ness and detergency of the soaps but also controls the constituent fatty 
acids coming into the soaps to give the same properties. The slight 
\'ariations seen are only apparent. For example, in No. 1 blend the 
aggregate of the unsaturated fatty acids is 54·50 per.~ent. whereas in 
No. 2 blend the aggregate of the same acids is 52·37 per cent. In 
No.2: the slightly lower amount is due to the presence of more linolenic 
acid which is more unsaturated than oleic acidf .. : Here, the presence of 
the lather interfering arachidic and lignocerie. ~i~s is counterbalanced 
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by the pre~t>nce of more palmitic acid and more aggregate unsaturatim 
than in Xo. 1. It "Will be .seen, therf'fore,. that the Hardn~ss Nnm?~ 
aceurately eontrols the ultuuate propert:es of the soap nrespectn 
of the fatty raw materials g-oing to make up the charge. The abo'\" 
blends of soaps wt>re tt>sted for detergenf·y with the soil recommend~' 
by the American Society of Dt>tergent Chemists and have been fourtt 
to cleanse best near about -1;j per eent. strength which is the lo":es 
strength of optimum detergency hitherto found. The method cons1st 
in preparing standard soils with a mixture of 2 grms. lampbl~d 
5 gnus. lubricating oil, ;J gnns. tallow and 2 litres carbon tetrachlonde 

The emulsifying action is exerted by the sodium salts of tht 
unsaturated fatty acids such as oleic, linoleic and linolenic. It shoul.< 
also be noted that acids with hig·her unsaturation possess greater emuls1 
£ying power than the less unsaturated ones. The presence of thest 
acids should not be pushed to the extreme at the expense of wetting 
power because the increase of emulsifying and peptizing power beyond 
a certain optimum has been found to depress the wetting power, thai 
is to say

1 
making the soap too heavy and less penetrating. This can 

only be attained by the introduction of limited quantities of cocoanui 
or palm kernel oil. In fact, there should be an accurate balance o£1 
these factors and the point is attained when the lather has a tendency 
to get thin and break up. It is at this point that the correct balance' 
between the wetting and emulsifying powers is obtained. 

The third factor is the hydrolysis alkali. This, in fact, favours 
both the above factors. At the optimum condition as set forth abon, 
the hydrolysis alkali that is produced during washing is quite normal 
and dependant on the correct balance between the wetting and emulsi· 
fying powers. 

The hydrolysis alkali acts in facilitating both the wetting and 
emulsifying power and its formation is quite regulated and invariable 
under such conditions. If the wetting power is increased at the expense 
of emulsifying power by the increase of low molecular fatty acids 
the degree of hydrolysis will also decrease because the soaps o£ lo~ 
molecular fatty acids have a tendency to act like ordinary solutions. 
Hence it will be seen that soaps in which the emulsifying power is 
depressed will be less hydrolysed, and be less efficient. 

In course of expe.riment~ it 'Yas fo~nd ~hat the;e e~ists for each soap 
a narrow eonrentrahon regwn m wh1ch 1t exercises 1ts best cleansinrt 
power in the boiling condition. For example, the soap havinO' formul7t 
X o. 1 showed much better cleansing power at ·15 per cent. ;on centra· 
tion than any of the higher eoncentrations like ·3 per cent., ·5 per cent. 
· i5 per rent., 1 per eent., etc. The condition of soiling the linen and 
modes of cleansing and washing and time of contact with the deterO'ent 
solution, etc., were identical in the <ibove series of washing experime

0

nts 
and in all cases, the anhydrous soaps were used after careful dryino- i~ 
the stt>am oven. ''Sunlight" soap. on the other hand, shows its n~axi. 
mum detergency in the neig-hhourlwod of ·25 per eent. At concentra. 
tions much below and muc·h hig-her than ·25 per cent. the cleansinO' 
power of the soap l'~:>markably falls. Even then the grained soap at ·1'5 
per e~:>n.!. stre~gth deanses somewhat hetter than ''S_unlig~t" at ·25 per 
f·eT~t. Ivory. soap el_eanses best a.t the cone~ntratwn of ·2 per cent. 
"1th furthH mcrease m concentration, a fall m the detero-ent action is 
noticed. "Ivory" srap at this strength exerts the same cle~nsing action 
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u ·15 per rent. grained soap. Under similar conditions, the optimum 
concentration of yellow llarseilles soap is ·-4 per cent. 

In these comparative experiments, the following order of detergent 
power was obtained :-

To carrv out these experiments no utopian conditions were adopted. 
The hotisehold condition of washing was adopted and was clothed lrith 
1eientific accuracy as far as possible. Each experiment was repeated a 
aumber of times and then the conchuion drawn. The soap was weighed 
accuratelv and then requisite amount of distilled water ..-as added. 

Ee voluine of the solution Wllf made the same in each case. The solu
n was heated to boiling, the burner remo¥ed, and then the soiled doth 

. fl introduced. After an hour the linen was squeezed inside the 
letergent solution for. tTo minutes and then taken out and washed by 
4i~tilled water. Finallv it was dried in steam oven. In each set o£ 
tnperiments the linen8 Used were taken from the same stock and soiled 
•der same conditioDB. After a little practice identical and even 
•iling can be attained. Repetition experiments did not leave any 
100m for doubt as regards the comparative clee.nsing power of the 
iifft>rrnt detergent. solutio011 used. 

The grained &oap from a stock having the following composition:-

1'1Uow •• 

C'ocoe.out oil 

LiDaeed oil 

Rosin .. 

Groundnut oil 

No.3. 

31 

3 

Ill 

should possess poorer drtugency due to the presence of much low mole
~ular fatty acids dt>rind from cocoanut oil. As a matter of fact wash
in~ experi.men.ts fully material~ the e:x~tation. At · 15 per cent. 
ronrentrahon 1t cleansed appreciably less than the grained soap Xo. 1. 

I.t was thought desirable to find the relative loo.-ering of surface 
tt"n~•on of. all tht> soaps at the kerosine-soap-solution interface. A 
Donn_an ptpette w~.s used. for the purpose. A particular brand of 
kerosme was takt>n 1n the ptpettt>. It was introduced in a big test tube 
fillt>d with soap solution. Dropt were allowed to form in a manner 
that tht>~ rould be t-asily <-ounted during th.-ir upward journ.-y through 
thf' s.oluhon. !s tht> temperature has got littl.- i:n:ftuence on the number 
of drops formt>d, no particula:r attention was paid for keeping the 
tf'mpt>raturt> ronstant. The experiments wert> carried out at the room 
tem pt>ra tUrt>. 
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The following table gTves the mean value of a number of deter· 
ruinations:-

Con<•en· Drop 
Soap. tration. 

Per rent. 
number. 

Grained Xo. I ·15 620 

Ivory .. ·15 604 

Sunlight •15 510 

l\Iarseilles •15 460 

Water .. 142 

It will be seen that at the concentratidn, ·15 per cent., g-rained soap 
No. 1 is most surface actiYe or has the greatest emulsifying power. 
This is well reflected in the practical detergent tests with soileil linen 
under standard conditions. 

The alkalinity due to hydrolysis of the soap prepared from the stock 
richer in cocoanut, i.e., No. 3 blend, was less than the gnined soap 
No. 1 as determined by PH measurements as was to be expected. Sun
light soap also showed less alkalinity than the grained No. 1. PH 
values were determined at room temperature colorimetrically by means 
of a Follien Colorimeter. The PH value of the solution at the boiling 
condition, however

1 
increases greatly due to greater degree of hydrolysis. 

As there is no smtable method to determine the PH value at about 
10000., the exact value cannot be determined but it can be reasonably 
expected that the solution having a higher PH at room tem
perature than another will maintain this difference at an elevated 
temperature, though the PH value of each solution increases consider
ably at high temperature. Another method of finding comparative 
dt>gree of hydrolysis of different soa,p solutions is to add water to their 
solutions in absolute alcohol in whwh phenolphthalein is added. On 
the continued addition of water a point is reached when faint pink 
colour appears due to hydrolysis. Thoug-h the point in itself is not 
wry sharp like one that we meet in acid-alkali titration, still, for com
parative study, it is quite satisfactory and useful. The information 
obtained from these experiments has been found to be supported by 
PH data. The g-reater the volume of water necessary to produce the first 
tinge of pink colour for a particular soap solution, the less is it hydro
lysable in water alone. The following procedure was adopted in these 
experiments. Soap was weighed by difference into a jena glass conical 
flask. A quantity of alcohol, much less than what would be required to 
produce the desired strength, was added and the :flask heated on a water 
bath and re:Buxed. When the soap dissolved completely, the flask was 
removed and cooled. The solution was then transferred to a 250 c.c. 
measuring flask in the usual way and 30 c.c. of ·5 per cent. solution of 
phenolphthalein in absolute alcohol were added into it. The volume 
was made up to the mark with absolute alcohol. 50 c.c. of the soap 
solution were pipetted out in a flask and water was added from a 
burette. The flask was cooled at intervals under the tap as heat was 
produced in the process. The addition of water was continued till the 
point mentiont>d abo-ve was judged to have. been obtained. 
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The following table gives the resulta obtained :
c.c. of 
distilled 
waterl9· 

~ quiald. per 
Soap. of alcobolie 50 c.e. of the 

aolution. aolution to 

Percent. 

GraiJI8d No. 1 { 

·3 

.u; 

Ivory {

·3 

·liS 

{

·3 

·U; 

p!Oduce 
the flnf; tinge. 

lOIS 

I liB 
113 

185 
130 

170 
170 

Pll ofwater 
solUtion of 

ccmespondiDg 
atze~hat 

room 
temperamre. 

1·0 

Maraei.llea •. {

·3 

•liS 2110 8 ·4: 

It will be seen from the above table that grained soap No. 1 which 
pouesses the best detergent power at the concentration of ·16 per cent. is 
more hydrolysa.ble than the other soaps as required by the theory. 

Summary. 

A general summary of theories proposed and practical work done by 
different workera from Benelius down to the -present day investigaton 
in relation to detergent action of soap has been given. This connected 
&ooount gives the history of progressive growth of knowledge on the 
subject. 

It has been pointed out that co-relation of composition and deter
gency of soap which is vitally important to the practicaleoap maker 
eacap~d attention of all the workers. This problem has been the subject 
of this investigation and a theory of composition and detergency has 
been proposed corroborated by convincing practic~ results. The fact 
has been established that preparation of pure soap of maximum deter
gent power demands control of its composition by regulating the stock 
mixture in such a manner that the physico-chemical factors responsible 
for detergency can lie within an optimum zone. This _point can be 
arrived at, irrespective of diJierence in stocks, provided the ''Hardness 
Number", which. is the moat reliable and dependable index of actual 
hardness and composition of soap, is fixed up at a certai.n figure in each 
ease. Artual comparative detergent tests proved· that grained soap, 
prepared with due ~ard to the optimum balance in stock blending and 
henl'e the correct haidness number, was found superior to any .soap of 
repute available in the market. This soap cleansed best at ·15 per cent. 
cot•centration, this being the lowest concentration hitherto recorded at 
which mu:imum detergency is exhibited. The same for Ivory, Sun· 
light and Marseilles soaps are ·2 per cent., :25 per cent. and ·4 per 
cent., respectively. Then again, the order of cleansing efficiency ia 
u follon:- • 

·U perellt. ~ l'o. 1• •I per-.11'111J > ·II JIIUIIIIILIIBiir:kt > ., per flfllt ........ 

B. G. ,.__liM li IIIIB-f'!O. 


